Whatever your GROUNDING need, termination, splice or tap, Get GROUNDED with...

**SPLICE**
- **C-4 Copper Compression Long Barrel Splice**
  - For making in-line irreversible splice connections of ground conductor
  - Crimp with NSI & other industry standard tools
  - Produced from high conductivity copper and tin plated

- **WWC-GR-SI Winged Ground Connector**
  - For bundling branch circuit ground wires
  - Hole in top allows for single wire loop connection to enclosure/box
  - Takes max. #4/12 wires

- **CT-108 Copper Compression C-Taps**
  - Positive all around compression with low resistance & high pull out values
  - Meets NEC 250-81 & 250-91 for connecting to grounding electrode
  - Color coded for use with NSI and industry standard tools

**TAP**
- **GBIAL 126-4114 Intersystem Grounding and Bonding Connector**
  - Available in dual rated aluminum & copper only silicon bronze
  - Convenient #2-6 lay-in with (4) #4-14 AWG taps
  - Meets NEC 2008 250.94 “Bonding of Other Systems”

- **GLC12 DB Heavy Duty Direct Bury Lay-In Ground Clamp**
  - Accommodates continuous loop grounding as well as termination of conductor
  - Available in varying configurations and sizes
  - For use with rod, rebar and pipe

- **GBC2-I Isolated Ground Bars**
  - High Conductive copper ground bar
  - Base constructed of high strength glass filled polyester
  - Also available in Dual Rated aluminum format

**TERMINATE**
- **L238 Copper Compression Long Barrel One Hole Connector**
  - Provides termination point in “irreversible crimp” connection format
  - #4 thru 4/0 sizes are UL467 Listed
  - Crimp with NSI and other industry standard tools

- **GLG20N Copper Compression Short Barrel Two Hole w/Peep Inspection Hole**
  - Provides termination point in “irreversible crimp” connection format
  - #4 thru 4/0 sizes are UL467 Listed
  - Crimp with NSI and other industry standard tools

- **GLC-4 DBP Copper, Tin Plated Lay-In Grounding Connector**
  - Accommodates continuous loop grounding as well as termination of conductor
  - Available in tin plated and clear plate formats with #4-14 lay-in
  - Equipped with stainless steel screw

NSi Grounding components are UL467 Listed Grounding & Bonding Equipment
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